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ABBREVIATIONS

KC: The translation of the KOJIKI by Basil Hall Chamberlain.
KP: The translation of the KOJIKI by Donald L. Philippi.
NI: The First of two volumes of the translation of NIHONGI by William George Aston.
NII: The Second of two volumes of the translation of NIHONGI by William George Aston.
KEJ: Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan.
CCI: 中国正史朝鮮伝, 譯註一
CCII: 中国正史朝鮮伝, 譯註二
JCC: 中国正史の古代日本記録

ROMANIZATION

The system of romanization used in this book is the Pinyin system for Chinese words and names, the Hepburn system for Japanese, and the unified system for Korean (that was agreed upon by South and North Korea in June 1992 under the auspices of ISO). A few Korean names are given familiar spellings that are still found in many English language publications.